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BUNZER0

BIOGRAPHY
“BunZer0, commonly known as Belgium’s ‘Dubstep Ambassador’, has been active inside the Dubstep 
scene for years. This well-respected DJ and producer has worked his magic for over 20 years with no 
sign of stopping. Among other pioneers in the scene, he was responsible for bringing this sound to 
the clubs during its infancy, and the �rst promoter to invite veterans like Skream, Youngsta, Pinch 
and Loefah to play in Belgium.”
 
“His talent reaches further than just deejaying, in fact has had a good number of releases on labels 
such as Pressed Records, FatKidOnFire, Airtight Imprint, Mindstep Music and Reggae Roast. He also 
hosts the award-winning and incredibly popular FOB Show on Sub.FM, on which he seamlessly 
mixes a showcase of fresh sounds from the big players and upcoming new talent within Bass music 
scene. He's not afraid to push the boat out into uncharted waters, featuring unique and 
forward-thinking musical styles in his mixes, creating characteristic and inspiring sets that prove him 
to be at the forefront of the ever-evolving world of electronic dance music.”

“In 2018, the aspired musician focuses on releasing new music and playing music more across the 
globe. With the huge arsenal of Bass-oriented music he receives on a weekly basis, you’ll experience 
a di�erent set every time. If you love a multifaceted deejay, covering all grounds of many intriguing 
tempos within Bass music, BunZer0 de�nitely is one to focus on, as he will continue to push the 
boundaries of soundsystem music in the future.”

SOCIAL LINKS
Facebook -> sgfr.nl/bunzer0-fb 
Mixcloud ->  sgfr.nl/bunzer0-mc
Twitter  -> sgfr.nl/bunzer0-twtr

BOOKING INFORMATION
Agent:  Olaf de Rooij
E-mail:  olaf@signal�re.nl
Tel.no:  +31681449578

Address: Signal�re Agency
  Mijnsherenlaan 49C
  3081 GC Rotterdam
  The Netherlands

Interested in booking BunZer0? Please don’t hesitate to get in touch with Signal�re!
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‘Belgium’s Dubstep Ambassador’


